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Beautiful Security: Leading Security Experts Explain How They ThinkO'Reilly, 2009
In this thought-provoking anthology, today's security experts describe bold and extraordinary methods used to secure computer systems in the face of ever-increasing threats. Beautiful Security features a collection of essays and insightful analyses by leaders such as Ben Edelman, Grant Geyer, John McManus, and a dozen others who have found...
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TCP/IP JumpStart: Internet Protocol BasicsSybex, 2002
Build Your Internetworking Career on a Solid Foundation
    Whether you’re setting out to earn a networking certification or just want to know more about how the Internet works, this fully updated edition of TCP/IP JumpStart is the place to start. Inside, a veteran network administrator and instructor demystifies...
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Developing WMI Solutions: A Guide to Windows Management InstrumentationAddison Wesley, 2002
"Craig and Gwyn bring their insight and experience with WMI to explain how easy it is to write powerful management applications through WMI on the .NET platform."

—Andy Cheung, Microsoft WMI Test Engineer

Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) is an impressive technology that provides, for the first time, an...
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Waging War on Complexity Costs: Reshape Your Cost Structure, Free Up Cash Flows and Boost Productivity by Attacking Process, Product and Organizational ComplexityMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Shed Revenue-Draining Complexity Costs by Thirty Percent!


	“This is an ambitious book packed with insight and fresh thinking. Separating good from bad complexity costs is a critical task facing companies today, and the authors provide a compelling roadmap for solving the problem.”

	Michael B....
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